~ Why We Can’t Cure The Common COVID ~
(Pt - 4)
From now what Merrick’s Disease has illuminated, mRna has NEVER before been ABLE to have been
brought to market beyond the limited (by comparison) livestock market due also combined with the
related fact brought forward in Pt - 1.
Corona vaccines (a WORKING, or by DEFINITION, a REAL ‘vaccine’) would come in the form of
‘attenuated’ or weakened virii, or dead virii work just dandy as well in many cases. THIS ‘product’
ACTUALLY, (in TEXTBOOK STRICTEST NOMENCLATURE) would be classified as a, “Mutagenic
Gene Therapy Device” instead.
Many drugs already work under this classification. Examples are everywhere. Any medication that is
a ‘biologic’ is, in all basic terms, EXACTLY the same thing!
This ‘Brass-Ring’ of medical science is yet to be grasped when it comes to having a ‘real-deal’ product, so what describes this entire dynamic broiling under a single umbrella?
Facts:
1.) An EXPERIMENTAL MEDICAL PROCEDURE IS BEING FORCED UPON INDIVIDUALS
AGAINST THEIR WILL
2.) It’s all over headlines this past week that KNOWN risks were PURPOSEFULLY NOT revealed to
the herds lining up for them.
3.) Item #1 violates the NUREMBERG COURT
4.) Item #2 essentially violates 2 AMA requirements;
a: Individuals were clearly denied what is protected under US Federal Law under Informed Consent
clauses.
b: Any Dr participating in, advocating, or in any way performing any function, either direct or indirect, or by other 3rd parties and/or proxies has IRREVOCABLY violated the most essential and
primary tenet upon which we base our trust, up to the point of our own very lives TO them and it is
the Hypocratic Oath: “To do no harm.”
Those violations are SANCTIONED TO REVOKE ANY AND ALL MEDICAL LICENSES!
Take a breath…..
More to come….
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